
Planning Your Event 
Tents and Structures

Pick Your Site
Tents can be put up just about anywhere. Stake one in your favorite park or backyard or maybe outside a gorgeous 
mansion. 

Picking a Tent Style 
Whether you're going for casual or formal, our tents come in all shapes, sizes and materials. Depending on your site, we 
will help you choose the style that fits your vision and needs. A special consideration is choosing a tent that works on 
your surface—pavement, grass, sand and so on.  

Sail Cloth Tents
A more elegant version of a pole tent, this kind has swooping lines and a translucent fabric which glows and shimmers 
at night. Read more >>

Frame Tents 
These tents are versatile and can be placed on hard surfaces such as concrete and do not require staking.  Sight lines 
are terrific in that there are no interior support poles to obstruct views or furniture layouts. Read More >>

Types of Tents 

Pole Tents
These cost-effective, versatile tents have mountain-like peaks in the center plus one or two rows of interior poles, creating 
that lofted shape.  You can easily beautify and customize the interior with cloth pole and tent liners. Read More >>

http://www.buckysrentals.com/product/pole-tents/
http://buckysrentals.com/product/frame-tents/
http://buckysrentals.com/product/sailcloth-tents/


TENT SIZE ! Guests seated 
at 8 ft. Banquet 
Tables!

Guests seated 
at 60 in. Round 
Tables!

Guests 
Standing!

10x10! 16! 8! 40!

20x20! 32! 24! 80!

20x30! 48! 40! 120!

20x40! 64! 48! 160!

30x30! 72! 64! 180!

30x45! 104! 80! 270!

30x60! 144! 104! 360!

40x40! 128! 96! 320!

40x60! 192! 136! 480!

40x80! 256! 184! 640!

40x100! 320! 224! 800!

40x120! 384! 272! 960!

40x140! 400! 320! 1120!

40x160! 512! 368! 1280!

60x60! 288! 208! 720!

60x90! 432! 312! 1080!

60x120! 576! 408! 1440!

60x150! 720! 512! 1800!

60X180! 864! 616! 2160!

For your convenience and planning, we have included a sample of some typical set-ups used at events.   The chart gives an 
indication of the normal number of persons expected to be accommodated by a typical sized tent and expected number of tables.   
The diagrams illustrate sample set-ups to assist with your planning.  Many more combinations can be assembled based on your  
needs.  Contact us and we will assist. We’ll even do a CAD (computer aided design) drawing of your proposed plan.   

Tent Event!
10 rounds of 8!

Seating for 80 plus head !
table and 8 x 12 dance floor!

Tent Event!
38 rounds of 8!

Seating for 300 plus head table !

Barn Event!
32 tables of 8!

Seating for 256 plus head table !

Tent Event!
32 rounds of 8!

Seating for 256 plus head table!
and 20 x 20 dance floor !

Planning Your Event 
Sizing your tent  




